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The Route of the Sea of
Arousa and the River Ulla
This maritime river route that travels up the Ría (inlet) of Arousa
and the River Ulla commemorates the arrival of the body of
the Apostle Saint James the Greater to Galicia by sea after his
martyrdom in Jerusalem in the year AD 44. A sailor and
fisherman in Galilee, Saint James was one of the apostles of
Jesus, an evangelist in the West and a protomartyr of the
Group of Apostles. His death, ordered by Herod Agripa in
the year 44 is described in the book of the Bible, Acts of
the Apostles (12, 1-2), penned in Rome by Saint Luke in
these words “About that time Herod the king laid violent
hands upon some who belonged to the church. He killed
James, the brother of John, with the sword”.
According to ancient Christian tradition, and reported in
medieval texts, after the martyrdom of Saint James, the
saint’s decapitated body was recovered by some of his
disciples, shrouded and taken to the coast of Palestine.
From the port of Jaffa, on a merchant ship –“A Barca de
Pedra”– his body was taken across the Mediterranean Sea
and along the Atlantic coast of the Iberian Peninsula, to
the confines of the West, where James had preached the
Gospel. The tradition of the famous “stone boat” that took
the mortal remains of the apostle from Jaffa (Palestine) to
Iria Flavia in the lands of Galicia, may be interpreted as
being one of the ships used to transport minerals from
Galicia to other parts of the Roman Empire.
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Panoramic view
of the West Towers. Catoira

Representation of the
Translatio. Close up of the
Carmen Fountain. Padrón

Following this ancient maritime route, which was well-known in Roman
times, the ship carrying the body of Saint James would have entered
by way of the Sea of Arousa, sailing upstream along the Ulla River,
passing the Roman settlements of Turris Augusti (The Towers of
the West, Catoira) and Pontecesures. Continuing upstream,
the ship arrived in Padrón, which was the river port of the Roman city
of Iria Flavia.
The most important text narrating the Translatio of the body of
the apostle from Jaffa to Iria and from there to his burial place in
Compostela, is the renowned Liber Sancti Jacobi, “The Calixtine
Codex”, Book III, chapter 1, written in the first half of the 12th century.
From oral tradition and medieval texts recounting the event, we know
that after a long journey, beginning in the far eastern Mediterranean
and ending in the west of the known world, Saint James was finally
reunited with the land where he had spread the word of the Gospel.
The two disciples who accompanied the body of Saint James to
Galicia, Theodore and Athanasius, had to use all their wits when faced
with the headstrong Queen Lupa and the rage of the Romans troops
stationed in the city of Dugium (near Fisterra). After a series
of vicissitudes, they overcame all the perils that crossed their paths,
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Arousa-Ulla sea and
river procession

and managed to identify a spot that was worthy of the burial of their
beloved teacher. The place they chose to be the sepulchre of
Saint James, located close to a crossroads and the site of a small
Roman settlement fell into oblivion for centuries, hidden by the
undergrowth of the Libredón forest.
The silence of the centuries hung over the burial place of Saint James,
until one day, sometime around the year 820, the hermit monk,
Paio, accompanied by the Bishop of Iria, Teodomiro, came across
the long-lost tomb, and with the help of Alphonse II the Chaste,
the first king to make the pilgrimage, reorganised the cult of
Saint James the Greater.
The annual commemoration of the Traslatio via the ría de Arousa,
organised by the Route of the sea of Arousa and the River Ulla
Foundation, takes place in late July or early August, and is sponsored
by the Xacobeo (the Autonomous Government, the Xunta de Galicia),
naval authorities, the parish of Santiago de Padrón, as well as local
shipowners and fishermen. This crowd-drawing event consists of a
colourful maritime-river procession with all kinds of vessels decked out
for the occasion, coming from the different ports in the ría de Arousa,
whose final destination is Pontecesures and Padrón.
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One of the many
stone crosses that mark
this itinerary

The Pilgrims’ Way along
the Arousa Inlet and Ulla River
The coasts bordering the Arousa inlet offer a variety of
landscapes and a rich historical heritage. Both shores are dotted
with beaches, capes, coves and inlets which hold industrious
towns, seafaring villages and localities with a long-standing winemaking and livestock tradition, which live in harmony with their
surroundings. The wide range of gastronomic specialities and
the mild climate of the inlet add to the area’s attractions.
The north shore, with the spectacular Barbanza hills, belongs
to the province of A Coruña, while the southern area,
with its flatlands and many rivers, forms part of the
province of Pontevedra.
Traditional fishing boats
on Arousa Island
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Shellfish
collectors.
Arousa Island

This maritime route starts at the mouth
of the ría de Arousa, with the Islands of
Onza and Ons starboard, opposite the
ría de Pontevedra and the coast of
Sanxenxo. The island of Ons has been
declared a natural park. This island can
be reached via Sanxenxo, a town
representative of the lovely spots to be
found in every corner of the ría,
drawing crowds of holidaymakers.
Sanxenxo also boasts elements of historic interest dating from late Roman and
medieval times, such as A Lanzada, comprised of a necropolis, a watchtower, and
the Romanesque chapel of Nosa Señora da Lanzada dating from the 13th century.
From the mouth of the ría de Arousa, it is possible to glimpse the jagged coastline
of the Island of Sálvora (15 km2), only a few miles from Cape Falcoeiro (Ribeira).
For many years the Island of Sálvora had ties with the owners of the Tower of
Goiáns (Lampón, Boiro), who decided to repopulate it. Years later, in 1770,
one of the first factories for preserving fish in salt was set up on the island,

Axeitos Dolmen.
Ribeira

although today it is no longer in use. The island now belongs to the Marquis
and Marquise of Revilla and is uninhabited.

The lands around Ribeira and A Pobra are located in the
westernmost zone of the Barbanza peninsula. Ribeira is known to
have been inhabited since ancient times. Proof of this lies in the
megalithic remains (the dolmen of Axeitos) and hillforts (A Cidá) in
the municipality. In the early Middle Ages, around the time work
was beginning on the construction of the Sanctuary and city in
Compostela (9 – 10th centuries), the coastal settlements of Ribeira
and A Pobra were regularly besieged by the waves of Viking
pirates who made their way to the ría of Arousa.
Port of Ribeira

The town of A Pobra do Caramiñal, one of the best-preserved
along the ría, boasts a wealth of historic and artistic treasures
consisting of churches and “pazos” (manor houses) of great
historic interest: the Tower of Xunqueiras, a magnificent late
medieval “pazo”/fortress (15th century); the Bermúdez Tower,
a Renaissance building (16th century) which has been restored to
house the public library and the Valle-Inclán Museum; the Casa
Grande (stately home) of Aguiar (18th century); the Pazo de Cotón
(1717) and the churches of Santa María a Antiga do Caramiñal
(16th century) and Santiago da Pobra do Deán, a 15th century
Gothic church.
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Xunqueiras Tower.
A Pobra do Caramiñal

Navigating the ría de Arousa is no easy feat, as there are a number
of shallow areas and the aquaculture rafts make, at times,
for insurmountable barriers. So the safest maritime route is the one still
known as the Main Channel, between the Island of Sálvora and the
O Grove Peninsula. The reference points marking the entrance into the
channel are the lighthouse of Sálvora and the Island of Pombeiro,
on the southwestern tip of O Grove.
The Route to Santiago rounds San Vicente Point (O Grove) on the
starboard side and enters the widest part of the ría, a kind of interior sea
measuring 330 km2. The southern coast is the most rugged. The O Grove
peninsula and the Island of A Toxa make up one of the best-known tourist
resorts of the ría.
In terms of the historic past of the ría, Carreiro beach in Adro Vello is the
site of a Roman coastal settlement that lasted untilthe 4th century.
This enclave enjoyed a long life during the Middle Ages, after the
construction of a church in the 7th century. around which arose a cemetery
that continued to be in use until the 18th century. At this exceptional
archaeological site a “vellón” was found a copper coin minted in
Compostela during the reign of Ferdinand II of León (1157–1188). The tail
side of the coin shows the oldest iconographic representation of the
A Toxa Bridge. O Grove

removal of the body of Saint James the Greater in existence. The image

depicts the recumbent body of the apostle, accompanied by his two disciples,
Theodore and Athanasius, lying inside a vessel with a mast topped by a cross.
Another interesting stop on this maritime pilgrimage is the lush vineyard area of
Meaño and Cambados, which are also home to several buildings of historical
interest. Meaño boasts, for example, the splendid parish church of Simes, whose
construction contains valuable Romanesque remains, such as the porch and the
corbels under the eaves. The nearby town of Cambados, comprised of the historic
groups of Cambados, Fefiñáns and Santo Tomé do Mar, offers a wealth of historic
and artistic patrimony..
Perhaps the most striking structure in Cambados is the square of the
viscount of Fefiñáns, a magnificent urban ensemble dating from
the 17th century consisting of a great urban manor house, a series
of outbuildings and dwellings and the parish church of San Bieito.
The Church of San Bieito de Fefiñáns still conserves the 16th century
presbytery, and is covered with starred vaulting from the
Galician Renaissance period. The nave and the exterior were
reconstructed in 1778.
In addition to the House-Museum of the poet Ramón Cabanillas,
Cambados has a number of manor houses built between the
17th and the 18th centuries, such as the Pazo de Ulloa, the Pazo de
Bazán (now a National Parador Hotel) and the Pazo de Montesacro.
The town also boasts a number of magnificent churches,
such as Santa Mariña Dozo (1530), which is part of the cemetery
and stands out as a charming Romanesque ruin and the
parish church, which was the old convent of
San Francisco,
built in the
second half of
the 16th century.
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Left:
Ulloa Manor House.
Cambados
Right:
Santa Mariña Dozo.
Cambados
Below:
Fefiñáns Palace.
Cambados

The maritime route continues northeast, sailing past the shores of the
municipalities of A Pobra do Caramiñal and A Illa de Arousa. This island,
set in the middle of the Sea of Arousa, and with an area of 12.5 km2,
is the largest of all the islands in the estuary. Its rugged, low, rocky
coastline offers a wealth of coves and sheltered beaches. The natural
park of O Carreirón serves to protect the island’s vast ecological wealth.
The medieval past of the island is linked to the bishopric of Santiago.
In 912, during the times of the Bishop Sisnando de Iria-Compostela,
the island belonged to the Church of Santiago de Compostela.
In 929 King Alphonse IV chose this church as the site for
a monastery dedicated to Saint Julian. During the
first half of the 12th century, (under the
Archbishop Gelmírez) it was subject to
frequent attacks by the Almoravid pirates.
Like their shore-dwelling neighbours,
the inhabitants of the A Illa of Arousa
have a long tradition of fishing eels and
octopus. In 1845 factories for salting fish
were built on the island. In 1985 a bridge
was built to connect the island with the coast
of the ría, leading to the municipality of
Vilanova de Arousa, home of Valle-Inclán and the
Camba brothers. Vilanova is the land of
nobles, and consequently dotted with
palatial homes. Proof of this heritage can
be seen in the towers of Caleiro, the Pazo
de Baión, the Pazo de Ruanova and the
Pazo del Cuadrante, the house where
Valle-Inclán was born, located in the historic
centre of the town.
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After rounding the Punta do Cabalo (A Illa) and leaving behind the beach
of As Sinas (Vilanova), the maritime itinerary of Arousa, plotting a northnorthwest course, takes us past Vilagarcía de Arousa starboard and the
nearby northern coast of Boiro and Rianxo on the port side. At this point,

Gran Bazán Winery.
Vilanova de Arousa

the traveller is in the middle of the ría heading towards the mouth of the
Ulla River, grazing past the shores of the Archipelago of Malveiras and
Cortegada. On one of the islands of Malveiras stands the first of the
seventeen cruceiros (wayside crosses) that mark this way to Santiago as it
makes its way to Pontecesures. These crosses were donated by private
citizens and various religious and civil institutions. At low tide it is possible
to walk from the town of Santiago de Carril to Cortegada. This island, with
an area of 2.5 km2, is covered by a vast forest of pines, oaks and laurels.
On the Punta do Corveiro, to the north of the island, the traveller can
glimpse the second of the wayside crosses on this maritime river route.
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Shellfish collectors
in Carril

The city of Vilagarcía, “The Pearl of Arousa”, was founded in the
mid 15th century on a small bay towered over by the hills of Xiabre
and Lobeira. The latter was the site of a medieval fortress which
enjoyed its heyday during the times of Gelmírez, and was used by
Queen Urraca on several occasions.
The most outstanding example of the town’s medieval heritage is
the church of San Martiño de Sobrán (Vilaxoán), a Romanesque
temple built during the second half of the 12th century. It was a
monastery until the late 14th century, at which time it was turned
over to Paio Gómez de Sotomaior, who was the ambassador to
Henry III in the court of Tamerlan (Samarkand, Uzbekistan).
The church has a single nave and a semicircular apse, with a
magnificent façade, arranged vertically with a porch framed by
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Vilagarcía Marina

archivolts, a window and an oculus, two side doorways, windows
with sculptured moulding –several of them lobe-shaped– corbels
decorated with sculptures and noble sepulchres in the interior where
members of the Sotomaior family are buried. The church of
Santiago de Carril, located in this town that stands opposite the
Island of Cortegada and is famous for its shellfish, was built during
the 16th and 17th centuries. However, most of the Baroque
patrimony in Vilagarcía is represented by the “pazo”-convent of
Vista Alegre (mid 17th century), which was founded by the
Archbishop of Santiago, Don Fernando de Andrade y Sotomaior
(1645-1655), who also hailed from this city, and by the parish church
of Santa Eulalia de Arealonga, built in the late 17th century, boasting
two chapels San Miguel (1680) and the chapel of the Rosario (1690).
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The other shore of the ría de Arousa, in Boiro and Rianxo, also harbours
exceptional examples that complement the rich and varied historic treasures
in this mid-estuary area. The Castro (Iron Age hillfort) of Neixón, located
in Boiro, overlooking the bay of Rianxo, is one of the most important
pre-Roman archaeological enclaves in the Arousa area. The people who lived
in the area in the middle of the 1st century would have been accustomed to
seeing Roman vessels sailing up and down the ría. One of these vessels
might have been “A Barca de Pedra” carrying the mortal remains of the
apostle. The municipality of Boiro offers Romanesque churches (Cespón
and Abanqueiro), wayside crosses and manor houses of interest such as
the Towers of Goiáns and the “pazos” of Fonteneixón and Agüero.
In Rianxo there is also a proliferation of hillfort settlements, which have
sown the land with archaeological treasures such as the Leiro Hoard with its
magnificent goldsmith work dating from the 6th century BC (Museum of the
Castillo de San Antón, A Coruña) and the settlements of O Castriño and
As Cercas. Rianxo is graced with the charm of the lands of Arousa,
a delightful blend of countryside and sea, agriculture and fishing.
The town has also contributed –more than others– to Galician arts and
culture, and is the birthplace of Castelao. Its historic and artistic heritage
gives us the church of Santa Columba (16th century), the church of
Santa María de Leiro (17th century) and the Baroque sanctuary
of the Virgin of Guadalupe, founded in 1671 in Rianxo.
After sailing past Cape Grandoira in Vilagarcía on the starboard side,
this unique nautical route heads towards Punta do Patiño (Rianxo), located
at the mouth of the Ulla River, presided over by a stone Calvary donated by
the people of Rianxo. This course takes us past Bamio (Vilagarcía) and its
Bronze Age petroglyphs that can be seen on the starboard side, and brings
us into the land of Catoira, fiercely defended during the Middle Ages by its
famous Towers of the West. The origin of this historical enclave dates back
16

to a small hillfort settlement (1st-2nd centuries BC)
which became a commercial harbour during Roman times
(1st-2nd centuries AD). During the times of the Emperor
Augustus, the ship carrying the remains of the Apostle
might have called in here before reaching Padrón. The first
structure of the Fortress of the West was built in the
9th century to defend Iria Flavia and Santiago. The Bishops
of Iria-Compostela and the monarchs of Asturias were
concerned about the defence of the Jacobean shrine
and the coastal towns against the fury of the Vikings
who arrived in droves. All that remains from this period are
the walls of the two towers which are still standing,
constructed with rubblework and the corners reinforced
with ashlars, and the cross-emblem of Alphonse III the
Great, crafted in stone for one of the doors of the complex
(Museum of Pontevedra).
During the times of Diego Gelmírez (1100-1140), the Fortress
of the West took on even greater significance, becoming
the stronghold of the bishopric, where the Archbishop
would seek refuge in times of peril. Owing to its strategic
importance, the Towers of the West were considered to be
the “key and seal of Galicia”, as described in the work
entitled, Historia Compostelana. Dating from this period
is a chapel of simple construction consisting of a single nave
and consecrated to the Apostle Saint James.
In the vicinity of the Towers of the West, there were
shipyards and a small fleet of warships (the first to exist in
Christian Spain) which Gelmírez armed to fight the
Almoravid pirates.
The West Towers. Catoira
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After leaving the shores of Catoira and Rianxo, the itinerary heads
straight for the course of the Ulla River, to reach the final destination
of Pontecesures and the old river port of Iria Flavia in Padrón.
Just a few minutes´ sailing upstream bring us to the fertile lands of
Valga and Dodro on both banks of the river. On the port side, the
“brañas” (pastures) of Laíño and the “veigas” (fertile lowlands) of
Lestrove. Valga boasts a number of 12th century Romanesque
churches, such as Xanza (renovated during the 17th and 18th centuries),
Campaña, and Cordeiro. In the area surrounding the chapel of
Os Martores (possibly derived from word “mártires”–martyrs),
there is a late Roman and early medieval necropolis, rumoured to be
the burial site of Priscillian and his disciples, whose bodies were
brought to Galicia from Trier (Germany).
Confluence of the
Sar Ulla Rivers. Padrón

Dodro also has an interesting
Baroque parish church, Santa María,
built in the style of “layered panels”
in 1719 by the architect from
Santiago de Compostela, Simón
Rodríguez. Many years after having
designed this, one of his first works,
in 1739 Simón Rodríguez was
commissioned to design the main
altarpiece. This work exhibits a more
mature style, rich in geometric
elements that are clipped and
fragmented, to form a profusion
of tiny decorative pieces.
Dodro is also the land of manor
18

houses,
examples
of which are
the Pazo de
Hermida (17th century)
and the Pazo of Lestrove
(18th century), which is the summer
residence of the Archbishops of
Santiago de Compostela.
Dividing the municipalities of Dodro and Padrón is the Sar River,
a tributary of the Ulla River. “A Barca de Pedra”, with its precious cargo
–the body of Saint James– headed straight for the mouth of this river
to reach its destination: Padrón. In recent years, the Sar River has been
channelled to control the dangerous flooding that wreaked havoc in
the city every winter, so that it is no longer possible for vessels to follow
in the wake of the boat of the Apostle. For this reason, the maritime
route of the Sea of Arousa and the River Ulla comes to an end in
Pontecesures. Its strategic location, near the Roman city of Iria, led to
the construction of a magnificent stone bridge in the 1st century,
which was rebuilt in the 12th century and underwent considerable
renovation in the19th century, and again, after 1911. In short, it is a
bridge that has linked communication by land over many centuries.
Clear evidence of Pontecesures’ medieval past and its close links
with Santiago de Compostela can be found in the Romanesque
remains of the church of San Xulián de Requeixo, founded by Diego
Gelmírez in 1116. From Pontecesures, pilgrims must continue on foot
to Iria Flavia, Teo and Santiago de Compostela, via the last stretch of
the Portuguese Way.
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The River Sar in Padrón

Pilgrims walking down
the steps of the Shrine of
A Escravitude

O Pedrón.
Church of Santiago
de Padrón

The city of
Padrón has a considerable historic
and artistic heritage, closely linked
to the Jacobean tradition.
The Church of Santiago was built
in a sober, academically classic
style, replacing the medieval
church founded by Gelmírez in
1133, and refounded by Rodrigo
de Luna y Alonso II of Fonseca
during the second half of the
15th century. The church still
bears the foundational
inscription dating from the times
of Gelmírez (1133), as well as a
splendid late Gothic pulpit
adorned with a relief of Saint
James, the Pilgrim, the coat of
arms of the Archbishop Fonseca,
and the famous “pedrón”, an
ancient Roman altar dedicated to
Neptune, where, according to
Jacobean tradition, the disciples of
the apostle moored their ship.
Strictly speaking, the piece is a
Roman altar stone, possible reused as
the pedestal of the altar in the original
Church of Santiago, built during the
times of Teodomiro (9th century), the
bishop who discovered the tomb of Saint
James. At the foot of the city, the promontory
of Santiaguiño do Monte rises up, today a
nature reserve and the site where, according to
tradition, Saint James the Greater preached.
20

After leaving Padrón, the route follows the Portuguese Way,
passing first through the town of Iria Flavia, birthplace of
the Nobel prize winning author, Camilo José Cela, and
home to his Foundation. The most important historic
legacy, however, is the lovely Collegiate Church of Iria.
Built in the 17th century, this church preserves its medieval
porch with a Gothic tympanum depicting the Epiphany and
in the presbytery, the tomb of Archbishop Rodrigo de Luna
(1452-1460). The route continues towards the Baroque
shrine of Nosa Señora da Escravitude, crossing several
ethnographic centres in the municipality of Teo, set in lush
woodlands, skirting the Castro Lupario before coming to
the famous 15th century Gothic Calo cross, one of the
oldest in Galicia, located practically at the entrance to
Compostela and the pilgrims’ ultimate goal. The urban
section of this route coincides with the Portuguese Way.
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Camilo José Cela Foundation.
Iria Flavia

The historic city
After visiting the Cathedral, the place where
pilgrims first arrive and meet, they can enjoy a tour
of the city of Santiago in all its historic splendour,
taking in the diversity and dynamic appearance it
offers today.
The modern-day city of Santiago de Compostela
evolved from a small settlement of monks who
were the custodians of the tomb of the Apostle
at the time of its discovery, around the year 820.
The city underwent spectacular development
during the Middle Ages, thanks to the popularity
of pilgrimages in Europe, which made it, along
with Jerusalem and Rome, one of the three great
centres of the Christian world.

Raxoi Palace
The Thurible

Between the 15th and the 19th centuries, the city
alternated between prosperity and decadence,
in keeping with the fluctuating pulse of the history
of Galicia, Spain and Europe. Pilgrimages became
less and less important, but Santiago consolidated
its position as a centre of culture, learning and
spirituality thanks to the founding of the University
and the city’s Renaissance and Baroque heritage,
mirrored in most of its major historical monuments
and buildings.

In the Cathedral
The Cathedral of Santiago, whose construction
began in the year 1075, is one of the great
European monuments from both an artistic and
symbolic standpoint. From its Romanesque
origins, it evolved through a number of styles,
although the Baroque elements are perhaps
the most outstanding, culminating in the
façade of O Obradoiro (1738-1750). A tour of
the naves and its Museum reveals an
interesting and varied heritage both in content
and significance.
During his visit to the cathedral and
surroundings, the pilgrim usually carries
out a ritual that takes him to the chapel of
the main altar, in keeping with the tradition,
to ‘embrace’ the Apostle Saint James

–a sculpture of Romanesque origin– and next,
to visit the crypt where his remains are buried.
A visit to the Portico of Glory is also part of
the ritual, as is attending the pilgrims’ mass
at 12 noon, where the swinging of the
botafumeiro, hanging high up in the nave of
the transept surprises and delights the visitor.
After his visit to the Cathedral, if the pilgrim
has all the required credentials justifying his
pilgrimage, on foot, on horseback or by
bicycle, he may go to the Pilgrims’ Office to
ask for the compostela, the document
accrediting his pilgrimage, which is granted by
the Cathedral Chapter. From this moment on,
the city of Santiago de Compostela belongs to
the pilgrim to enjoy and to treasure.

The historic city
Santiago has enjoyed steady growth since
the mid 20th century. In addition to the
gradual rebirth of the pilgrimages,
which keep its traditional spiritual
significance alive, the Pilgrims’ Way
to Santiago has become a growing
tourist and cultural attraction.
In recent years, Santiago, the administrative
capital of the autonomous region of Galicia,
has seen the construction of a number of
important cultural and tourist infrastructures
and it has succeeded in projecting an
international image as a European oriented
historic and cultural centre. Proof of this are
the thousands of visitors that flock to the city
every day throughout the year.
Declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO,
Santiago is anxious to maintain its thousand
year old tradition of harmony, spirituality and
progress through the historic tradition of its
Pilgrims’ Way.
The City of Culture
The Galician Centre of Contemporary Art
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1 Cathedral-Holy Door- Xelmírez Palace
2 Raxoi Palace
3 Reis Católicos Hotel
4 College of San Xerome
5 Church of San Fructuoso
6 Fonseca College
7 Cabildo House
8 Conga House
9 Parra House
10 Convent of San Paio de Antealtares
11 Monastery of San Martiño Pinario
12 Church of San Martiño Pinario
13 The Dean’s House. Pilgrims’ Office
14 Vaamonde Palace
15 Bendaña Palace
16 Church of Santa María Salomé
17 Convent of San Francisco
18 Convent of Carme
19 Convent of Santa Clara
20 Church and former hospital of San Roque
21 Gothic House. Pilgrimage Museum
22 San Domingos de Bonaval.
Museum of the Galician People
23 Galician Centre of Modern Art
24 Faculty of History and Geography
25 University Church
26 Church of San Fiz de Solovio
27 Convent and
Church of the Mercedarian Mothers
28 School of As Orfas
29 Church of San Miguel dos Agros
30 Church of Santa María do Camiño
31 Church of San Bieito do Campo
32 Convent of Santo Agostiño
33 San Clemente College
34 General Chapel of Ánimas
35 Chapel of Santiago
36 Church of El Pilar
37 The Collegiate Church of
Santa María a Real de Sar
Route of the Sea of Arousa and the River Ulla
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Map of Santiago’s historic centre
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Services
Town Councils
Ribeira

Cambados

Pontecesures

Pza. do Concello, s/n
Tel.: + 34 981-835417
Fax: + 34 981-871610
prensa@riveira.com
www.riveira.com

Pza. do Concello, s/n
Tel.: + 34 986-520943
Fax: + 34 986-524866

Avda. Cidade de Vigo, 2
Tel.: + 34 986-557125
Fax: + 34 986-557554

cambados@concellos.depontevedra.es

pontecesures@concellosdepontevedra.es

A Pobra do Caramiñal

Meaño

Gasset, 28
Tel.: + 34 981-830250
Fax: + 34 981-831192
alcaldia@apobra.dicoruna.es

Campo da Feira, 1
Tel.: + 34 986-747102
Fax: + 34 986-747391
meanoxuventude@teleline.es
www.concellodemeano.com

Boiro
Pza. de Galicia, s/n
Tel.: + 34 981-849960
Fax: + 34 981-844008
correo@boiro.org
www.boiro.org

Rianxo

www.cambados.es

Vilanova de Arousa
Pza. do Concello, 1
Tel.: + 34 986-554082
Fax: + 34 986-554069
ayuntamiento@vilanovadearousa.com

www.vilanovadearousa.com

Padrón
Xeneral Franco, 27
Tel.: + 34 981-810451
Fax: + 34 981-811550
correo@padron.dicoruna.es
www.ayuntamientodepadron.com

Teo
Ramallosa, s/n
Tel.: + 34 981-815700
Fax: + 34 981-809401
correo@teo.dicoruna.es
www.concellodeteo.com

Ames

Pza. de Castelao, 1
Tel.: + 34 981-860075
Fax: + 34 981-866628
rianxo@arrakis.es
www.rianxo.com

Illa de Arousa
Palmeira, 25
Tel.: + 34 986-527080
Fax: + 34 986-528700
concello@ailladearousa.es

Pza. do Concello, 2. Bertamiráns
Tel.: + 34 981-883002
Fax: + 34 981-883925
alcaldia@concelloames.org
www.concellodeames.org

Dodro

Vilagarcía de Arousa

Santiago de Compostela

Tallós, 32
Tel.: + 34 981-802062
Fax: + 34 981-802142
correo@dodro.dicoruna.es

Pza. de Ravella, 1
Tel.: + 34 986-565056
Fax: + 34 986-501109
alcaldia@vilagarcia.es
www.ivilagarcia.com

Pza. do Obradoiro, s/n.
Pazo de Raxoi
Tel.: + 34 981-542300
Fax: + 34 981-563864
alcalde@aytocompostela.es
www.santiagodecompostela.org

Sanxenxo
Consistorio, 4
Tel.: + 34 986-720075
Fax: + 34 986-721022
concello@sanxenxo.org
www.sanxenxo.org

O Grove
Pza. do Corgo, s/n
Tel.: + 34 986-730975
Fax: + 34 986-731358
o_grove@fegamp.es
www.turismogrove.com

Catoira
Rúa do Concello, 6
Tel.: + 34 986-546014
Fax: + 34 986-546217
concello.catoira@eidolocal.es
www.catoira.es

Valga
Avda. Coruña, 14
Tel.: + 34 986-559456
Fax: + 34 986-559455
concello.valga@eidolocal.es
www.valga.org
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Emergency Services
Medical emergencies
061

Emergencies
(general, free of charge and international)
112

Xacobeo Information
Information Office in Santiago
Tel.: +34 902-33 2010
Rúa do Vilar, 30-32, ground floor
informacion.xacobeo@xunta.es

Web Site
www.xacobeo.es

Rural Tourism Central
Reservations Office
Tel.: +34 902-200432
webrural@xunta.es

Tourist Offices
Ribeira
Avda. do Malecón, 3
Tel.: +34 981-873007
(July and August only)

Vilagarcía de Arousa
Xoán Carlos I, 37
Tel.: +34 986-510144

Pontevedra
Gutiérrez Mellado, 1
Tel.: +34 986-850814

A Coruña
Dársena da Mariña, s/n
Tel.: +34 981-221822

Santiago de Compostela
Rúa do Vilar, 30-32, ground floor
Tel.: +34 981-584081
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Turgalicia
Tel.: 902-200432
Fax: 981-542510
www.turgalicia.es
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The Pilgrims’
Ways to Santiago
The discovery of the Tomb of the Apostle
Saint James the Greater at the beginning of
the 9th century soon brought about a stream
of travellers making the pilgrimage to the site,
which is today the Galician city of Santiago
de Compostela. This vast influx of pilgrims
from all over Europe led to the creation
of a network of itineraries, known collectively
as the Camino de Santiago or the Pilgrims’ Way
to Santiago.
The heyday of the pilgrimages took place
between the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries
with the granting of specific spiritual indulgences.
This trend, however, has endured to a greater or
lesser extent over the course of the centuries.
Since the mid 20th century the Pilgrims’
Way to Santiago has been experiencing
an international rebirth, which combines
its spiritual and socio-cultural tradition
with its tourist appeal, and once again
it has become a melting pot for all types
of peoples and cultures.
Traditionally the Pilgrims’ Ways are at their
busiest during the Holy Years, held at intervals
of 6, 5, 6, and 11 years –the next will be in 2010–,
but any time is ideal for following the Way
towards its ultimate goal: the city of Santiago
de Compostela.
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The Pilgrims’ Way in Europe
Throughout its twelve hundred year history, the Pilgrims’ Way to Santiago
has given rise to an extraordinary spiritual, cultural and social vitality.
Thanks to the existence of the Way, the first network of assistance in
Europe came into being and monasteries, cathedrals and new urban
centres were founded.
A new culture was born from the convergence of peoples of diverse
backgrounds, based on the free exchange of ideas, artistic and social
trends, in addition to a socio-economic driving force which boosted the
development of a number of areas in Europe, especially during the Middle
Ages. The mark left by the Way and by the pilgrims on the city of Santiago
de Compostela can be clearly seen from an endless number of public and
private testimonies, in the different art forms, and also, for example, in the
publication of over one thousand books worldwide, which in recent
decades have extolled the virtues of this Way, a work of art and the
heritage of all Europeans.
The main routes of the Pilgrims’ Way to Santiago were declared the First
European Cultural Itinerary (1987) by the Council of Europe and a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO in the stretches travelling across Spain and
France (1993 and 1998, respectively). In 2004 it also received the
Prince of Asturias Award for Harmony from
the Prince of Asturias Foundation.

Galicia, the land of Saint James
According to ancient legend, the Iberian Peninsula formed
part of the lands where the Apostle Saint James preached
Christianity. After he was beheaded in 44 AD, tradition says
that his disciples took the body of the saint by boat to
Galicia, one of the Spanish lands he preached in.
The difficult times during the early years of Christianity and
the fact that most of the northern part of the peninsula
was sparsely populated would have meant that the exact
location of the burial site would have fallen into oblivion.
However, around the year 820 remains were found which
were attributed by the ecclesiastic and civil authorities to be
those of Saint James the Greater. This event, which took
place in remote Galician woodland, would give rise to the
founding of the present day city of Santiago de Compostela.
Santiago became the attractive goal of a pilgrimage that
would, over the centuries, lead pilgrims from all walks of life
and via the most diverse itineraries, to the tomb of the only
apostle of Jesus, along with Saint Peter in Rome, who is
buried on European soil.

French Way
Southeast Way–
Vía de la Plata
Portuguese Way
Route of the Sea of Arousa
and the Ulla River
Fisterra-Muxía Way
English Way
Northern Way
Original Way

The Galician Ways
The diverse origins of these pilgrims gave rise to a total of six
European ways leading to Galicia.
The busiest and most important itinerary from a socio-economic,
artistic and cultural view, is the route known as the French Way,
which enters Spain across the Pyrenees and Galicia via the mythical
hills of O Cebreiro.
However, there are five other itineraries that have also earned a place
for themselves in the history of the pilgrimages to Santiago.
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They are the Original and North Ways,
of great importance in the early pilgrimage
days, with two major routes that enter Galicia
via Asturias, from the Basque Country and
Cantabria; the English Way, followed
particularly by pilgrims, who from northern
Europe and the British Isles arrived at ports
such as A Coruña and Ferrol; the Portuguese
Way, which was used by pilgrims travelling
from Portugal up through Galicia’s
south-western region; and the Southeast
Way, used by pilgrims who, on their way
to Santiago from the south and centre
of the Peninsula, followed the popular
Vía de la Plata, between Mérida and Astorga,
continuing on into the territory of Ourense
to Santiago de Compostela.

O Cebreiro. The French Way
Oseira. The South East Way –Vía de la Plata
“Compostela” and credential

A Coruña. The English Way

There are two other routes whose
symbolism is believed to be closely linked
to the Pilgrims’ Way to Santiago: the
Fisterra-Muxía Way, used by a number of
medieval pilgrims, who after worshipping at
the tomb of the apostle, were enticed to
undertake the journey to Cape Finisterre,
the westernmost point on earth known at
the time; and the route known as the Route
of the Sea of Arousa and the River Ulla,
recalling the itinerary, which according to
tradition, was taken by the boat bearing the
mortal remains of the Apostle to Galicia
(1st century).
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Cape Fisterra.
The Fisterra-Muxía Way

Os Camiños de
Santiago en Galicia

Ruta do mar de Arousa e río Ulla

S.A. de Xestión do Plan Xacobeo
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